Recently developed models of grain boundary (GB) segregation and GB energy, as a function of the 5 macroscopic parameters of GB orientation, have been used to predict the behavior of a simple FCC alloy. It is shown that the equilibrium composition, as well as the composition profile, on one side of a boundary with a given terminating plane, depends on the crystallographic orientation of the terminating plane of the other side of the GB. These predictions are confirmed by recent measurements of Nb segregation to TiO 2 GB's. In addition, the models show stronger solute segregation to higher energy GB's of the pure solvent. This result is also confirmed by the experimental distribution in orientation space of Nb segregation to TiO 2 GB's, when it is compared to the orientation distribution of the GB energy of pure TiO 2 . The overall results are consistent with expectations from the Gibbs adsorption isotherm, and indicate that GB energy anisotropy is decreased by GB segregation.
Introduction
Grain boundary (GB) segregation plays an important role in many properties, of polycrystalline materials such as resistance to fracture, grain growth kinetics, transport properties, sinterability, etc. As a result, GB segregation has been the subject of considerable study over the past several years.
Although there has been some previous research on GB segregation as a function of GB misorientation by both experimental and computer simulation approaches, only special GB's, and limited numbers of general GB's, have been examined [1] [2] [3] . Thus, an adequate picture of the variation of GB segregation over the entire grain boundary orientation space (i.e. the grain boundary character) is still lacking. In this paper, we provide some new calculations obtained from a recently developed model of GB segregation [4] . These are combined with results of GB segregation measurements [5] in a manner which may provide a sounder basis for understanding the source of the anisotropy of grain boundary composition, and shed new light on the interrelationships between GB segregation and character.
Relation between surface and grain boundary energy
In a series of papers on GB energy as a function of misorientation, Wolf [6] [7] [8] reported the results of computer simulations that illustrated an important connection between the energy of a GB and the energy of the two surfaces that terminate the crystals on either side of the boundary. Calculations were performed for several GB's in FCC metals, in which the orientations of the terminating surfaces of the adjacent crystals were fixed, and the energy was calculated as a function of twist angle about an axis perpendicular to the GB. A schematic of the GB energy trends observed are shown in Fig.1 . It can be seen that the GB energy is essentially constant over a large range of twist angle, with some narrow cusps occurring at values of twist angle where the unit cell size of the GB structure adopts local minima. It was also shown that the GB energy, † g GB P ,
over the region where it was fairly constant (hereafter referred to as the plateau energy, as indicated by the superscript P) was related to the energies of the terminating surfaces, S1
and S2, of the adjacent grains: †
where g S1 and g S2 are the energies of the terminating surfaces, and DE is a binding energy that results from the formation of bonds between the two surfaces across the GB and accounts for any relaxation which may arise from atomic readjustments in the GB region.
Although both the surface energies and the binding energy are anisotropic, Wolf found that † g GB P scaled linearly with the mean surface energy: (g S1 + g S2 )/2.
From GB grooving measurements of the relative anisotropies of surface and GB energies in MgO, Saylor et al. [9] provided an experimental verification of Eq.1, thereby producing evidence that Eq.1 applies more widely than merely to fcc metals.
Relation between surface and grain boundary segregation
Adsorption or segregation of species to interfaces, whether these are free surfaces or GB's, are governed by similar principles. For example, the Gibbs adsorption isotherm is applicable to any type of interface. In addition, the most commonly employed statistical mechanical models of segregation [10, 11] have been applied with equal success to both surfaces and GB's. In general, it is recognized that segregation to interfaces in metallic solid solutions is driven by three primary factors: the interfacial energies of the components in their pure states, their interactions among each other in the solid solution, and strain energy effects arising from atomic size mismatch of the solute (or solutes) in the lattice of the solvent [4, 11] . In ionic solid solutions, the situation is somewhat more complex due to the existence of electrostatic effects which must be considered in addition to the factors mentioned above [12, 13] . Whereas there are obvious differences between surfaces and GB's, which account for the differences in behavior of a given segregating species at these two types of interface, the factors that drive interfacial segregation are the same in both cases.
GB segregation model
A model of GB segregation, which accounts for the five macroscopic orientation parameters of GB's, has recently been developed for the case of FCC alloys [4] . The manner in which GB energy enters into this model was inspired by the relationship identified by Wolf between surface and GB energy (see Eq. 1). The predictive abilities of the model were tested by comparison with computer simulations of GB segregation [14, 15] in four different alloys with excellent success.
Although the details of this model are beyond the scope of this paper, we give here a very brief overview as a prelude to using the model for the illustration of some important trends. The model belongs to the family of regular solution models of segregation, and includes the three primary factors mentioned above for a realistic description of interfacial segregation. If a GB is considered to consist of two crystals whose surfaces are brought into contact at the GB, then the atom-plane-by-atom-plane composition across the GB may be written as:
where x i and x are the atomic fractions of the segregating species in the ith atom plane and in the bulk, respectively, and DH 
For atoms in layers † i > J ,
Here w is the regular solution constant, z i is the number of nearest neighbors of an atom in the ith layer which also lie in the ith layer, and z j is the number of nearest neighbors of an atom in the ith layer which lie in the jth layer, and the total coordination of an atom in the bulk is given by:
Â . e AA and e BB are the energies of bonds between pairs of like-atoms (defined as negative quantities) and component B is taken to be the solute.
The maximum value of j is denoted by J, and represents the farthest plane containing nearest neighbors of atoms in the ith layer. It is defined by
and
x is some suitable average of the near-interface composition of the crystal on the other side of the boundary [4] , P is a parameter which represents the fraction of dangling bonds at a surface which are reconnected to the opposite of the GB, and DE el i is the solute strain energy associated with a solute atom in the ith atom layer.
GB energy model
The GB energy in a pure material has been computed according to an earlier model originally developed to address grain boundary wetting phenomena in FCC metals as a function of GB character [16] . The GB energy is expressed as:
where a is a constant which adopts values of 2 for (hkl) all odd and of 1 for (hkl) mixed, e AA is the energy of a broken bond in pure A, and a is the lattice constant. The double sum on z j represents the number of dangling bonds at a surface of orientation (hkl), and
M represents a free-volume-like parameter for the boundary, such that the larger the free volume, the lower the number of reconnected dangling bonds across the GB, and is therefore related to the parameter P defined earlier.
One more issue needs to be mentioned. In the original paper describing the GB segregation model [4] , two adjustable parameters were used to optimize the predictions of the model for comparison with computer simulations of GB composition in a number of FCC alloys [14, 15] . One optimizing parameter, F, defines a relationship between surface and GB energy, which is needed if absolute values of GB energy are required.
The other parameter, b, adjusts the maximum value of solute strain energy that can be dissipated by segregation of a solute atom to a GB versus a surface. These parameters have been assigned the same values as in the original paper [4] : F = 0.32 and b = 3.
Relation between crystallography of GB planes and segregation

Model results
We have chosen to use a Pt-1at% Au alloy for the examples given below, as this was one of the alloy systems for which the model was optimized [4] . Pt-Au is a fairly simple FCC alloy system exhibiting a solid-state miscibility gap at low temperatures, and complete solid solubility at higher temperatures. In all the calculations reported below,
we have ignored the twist angle dependence, and report results that correspond to the "plateau" or maximum value of GB energy for a given pair of terminating planes. Thus, strictly speaking, we are displaying the results of anisotropy in terms of 4 out of the 5 possible macroscopic parameters of the GB orientation space.
To begin with, we show some effects of anisotropy of the composition profile across GB's by displaying some examples in Fig. 2 . These GB's are all comprised of a (530) terminating orientation on the left hand side (lhs), whereas the orientation of the right hand side (rhs) of the GB is varied, as indicated in the figure. The figure shows that the composition profile is strongly dependent on the orientation of the rhs terminating plane. For a symmetric GB orientation, with (530) planes on both sides, the composition profile is also symmetric, but for other cases, the composition profile is asymmetric.
Furthermore, the segregation is weaker on the rhs for the other three terminating plane
orientations. This also has the effect of lowering the segregant concentration on the (530) side of the GB, and thus provides evidence of the interaction of the segregant atoms across the GB. Experimental evidence of such behavior has been found recently at GB's in TiO 2 doped with Nb, as described below.
Experimental results
The results reported here are for a solid solution containing 2mol% Nb 2 O 5 in TiO 2 (rutile) [5] . Segregation of Nb to TiO 2 GB's was studied by Auger electron spectroscopy on intergranular fracture surfaces, and the composition of each GB was examined on both sides of the fracture surface. After the Auger measurements, the orientation of each GB fracture surface was determined by a combining a stereo-pair method implemented in a scanning electron microscope with orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) measurements. Details on the experimental techniques and measurements can be found in [5] .
Results on 83 GB's (i.e. 166 GB fracture surfaces) are displayed in Fig. 3a in the form of points plotted in the standard stereographic triangle for the tetragonal structure.
The location of the points indicate the orientation of the surface normals of the GB fracture planes, and different symbols are used for the points to indicate weak segregation Thus, in order for a GB plane to show strong segregation, its matching half must also show relatively strong segregation. This is exactly the behavior we would expect from our previous discussion of Fig. 2 , which showed that a boundary plane will display strong segregation only if its matching half also displays relatively strong segregation. Figure 3c is a plot similar to 3b, but for the case of GB's planes exhibiting weak segregation. In this case, the matching halves of planes with weak segregation, also fall in the region of orientation space characterized by weaker segregation, thereby further confirming the trends predicted by the GB segregation model, and shown in Fig. 2 .
Relation between GB energy and segregation
Model results
The GB energy model was used to compute the energies of pure Pt GB's, terminated by combinations of pairs of planes chosen from among 12 (hkl) values uniformly distributed in the standard stereographic triangle. This procedure produced a total of 78 distinct GB's. In addition, the GB segregation model was used to compute the adsorption of Au at the same GB's in Pt-1at%Au for a temperature of 1000 K. The results are plotted in Fig. 4 as adsorption vs. GB energy. It can be seen that the adsorption increases with grain boundary energy with a trend that may be somewhat greater than linear. The key issue, though, is the prediction that segregation will be stronger at the pure Pt GB's that have higher energies. Although the connection between GB energy and the strength of segregation has been seen before, it is surprising that it has not been previously emphasized in the literature. This result is certainly appealing when applied to the expected GB segregation behavior in polycrystalline aggregates. Given a distribution of GB energies, and the reduction of GB energy that will result from segregation, as expected from considerations of the Gibbs adsorption isotherm, there is clearly more to be gained energetically by having higher segregant levels adsorbed at higher energy GB's.
Experimental results
The results of Nb segregation at GB's in TiO 2 , reported in Fig. 3a , can also be used to provide an experimental basis for concluding that segregation is stronger at higher energy GB's. In order to make this point it is necessary to obtain an estimate of GB's energy in pure TiO 2 . We do this by assuming that the trends predicted by Wolf [8] (and confirmed experimentally by Saylor et al. [9] on MgO), namely that GB energy scales linearly with the sum of the energies of the two surfaces that terminate the GB, also apply to TiO 2 .
The surface energy anisotropy of TiO 2 (rutile) has been computed by Ramamoorthy et al. [17] by first principles total energy calculations. Although these calculations were performed for a temperature of 0 K, they do provide a means of evaluating the trends observed in the experimental results of Fig. 3a .
Ramamoorthy et al., reported that only four crystal plane types are stable on the equilibrium crystal shape of TiO 2 : {110}, {100}, {011} and {001}, listed here in order of increasing energy. In order to determine the energy of a general (hkl) TiO 2 surface, we have decomposed unstable surface orientations (i.e. all orientations other than {110}, {100}, {011} and {001}) into either two or three of the stable orientations, using the orientation stability method proposed by Cahn and Handwerker [18] . The surface energy of an unstable plane is given by [19] :
where a o is the area of the unstable plane, i represents the stable facet type, and a i and g i are the i th facet area and surface energy, respectively. The relative facet areas were calculated by the facet decomposition scheme of Van Hove and Somorjai [20] , suitably modified for tetragonal crystals. The resulting surface energy anisotropy of TiO 2 , normalized by the minimum surface energy (i.e. that of the {110} surface), is displayed in When the trends of stronger segregation at GB's of higher energy are considered in the light of the Gibbs adsorption isotherm, they imply that segregation will reduce the energy of high energy GB's in the pure material by a larger increment than the energy of low energy GB's, thereby decreasing the overall anisotropy of GB energy.
Conclusions
We have exercised recently developed models of GB segregation and of GB The energy cusps will occur at an angular separation, q, of 180° for general values of (hkl). 
